
 
 
 
 

Chapter 5 
 

Conclusion 
 
 

    In the preceding chapter, we have looked at ba/bei…de constructions from a 

constructional and conceptual perspective, and have shown that ba/bei…de 

constructions may satisfactorily be accounted for if they are regarded as 

meaning-bearing units. This thesis will end with the conclusion, giving a summary of 

results in section 5.1 and further research issues in section 5.2. 

 

5.1 Summary of Results 

 

By adopting constructional approaches, we have shown that ba/bei…de 

resultatives are not limited to disposal verbs and they are made of a family of 

resultative constructions. Without the inherent disposal property and the causative 

meaning, stative, perception, and psychological verbs are still compatible with 

ba/bei…de resultatives. The causative-resultative meaning in ba/bei…de resultatives 

does not come from the verb; rather, it results from the integration among all the 

components of the construction, both structurally and semantically. In other words, 
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those verbs in ba/bei…de resultatives do not change their inherent semantics.  

Also, under such a constructional approach, we have resolved the cases where 

the result arguments, not licensed by the predicate, still appear in ba/bei…de 

resultatives. The predicate can provide the arguments, so does the resultative 

construction, for the construction itself is taken as a meaning-bearing unit. That is to 

say, the occurrence of the result argument in the sentence is licensed by the resultative 

construction. 

In addition, we have found that there are a number of generalizations between 

ba/bei…de constructions. First, they contain similar components—subject, object, and 

the result, and their objects--interpreted as a change of state denoted by the result 

phrase, are the hosts. Second, many semantic properties of ba/bei…de resultatives can 

be predicted from their meaning structures: a resultative sentence contains a 

constructional subevent and a verbal subevent, and this verbal subevent serves as the 

means by which the constructional subevent takes place. As for their temporal relation, 

the verbal subevent may be cotemporal with the constructional subevent, or may 

overlap with it, or may entirely precede it, depending on the pragmatics of the 

situation. Finally, the end-boundedness of the constructional subevent correlates with 

the telicity of a resultative construction. Since the result phrase of ba/bei…de 

resultatives signifies the terminal point of the action, we know that ba/bei…de 
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resultatives will be telic. 

And by adopting conceptual approaches, we have discerned how a resultative 

concept is characterized in the human mental representation. In terms of a set of 

primitives, we can easily detect that ba/bei…de constructions are made of two 

separable subevents, and that the verbal subevent is temporally prior to the 

constructional subevent, because it causes the constructional subevent to occur.  

 

5.2 Further Research Issues  

 

     So far we have examined ba/bei…de constructions; however, ba/bei…de 

constructions are just one type of resultative constructions in terms of different types 

of [V + (XP)]. There are still other five types—simplex verb, compound verb, V +NP, 

V +double objects, V + locative phrases that need to be taken into reexamination from 

a constructional approach. The examples of these five types are repeated below: 

 

(71) Simplex Verb 

a. 張   三 把 李四 殺  了。 

     Zhangsan ba Lisi  sha  le  

     Zhangsan BA Lisi  kill ASP. 

     ‘Zhangsan killed Lisi.’ 
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b. 李四 被  張  三 殺  了。 

      Lisi bei Zhangsan sha  le 

      Lisi BEI Zhangsan kill ASP. 

      ‘Lisi was killed by Zhangsan.’ 

 

(73) Compound Verb 

a. 小   弟弟  把 衣服  穿  好   了。 

      xiao  didi  ba  yifu chuan-hao  le 

litter brother BA clothes wear-good ASP 

‘Litter brother succeeded in putting on his clothes.’ 

 

b. 茶  碗 被 小  弟弟  打 破    了。 

      chawan bei xiao didi   da  po    le 

      tea cup BEI little brother hit-broken ASP 

      ‘The teacup was broken by little brother.’ 

 

(74) V +NP 

 a. 橘子  被  他  剝  了  皮。 

      juzi   bei  ta  bo  le  pi 

      orange BEI he  peel ASP skin 

      ‘The orange was peeled by him.’ 

 

b. 他 把  橘 子 剝  了  皮。  

      ta  ba  juzi   bo  le   pi 

      he  BA orange peel ASP skin 

      ‘He peeled the orange.’ 
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 (75) V +Double Objects 

a. 那 本  書 被   張  三 給  了 李四。 

       nei ben shu  bei Zhangsan gei  le  Lisi 

       that CLbook BEI Zhangsan give ASP Lisi 

       ‘That book was given to Lisi by Zhangsan.’ 

 

 b. 張     三把 那  本  書 給  了 李四。 

       Zhangsan ba nei  ben shu gei  le  Lisi 

       Zhangsan BA that CL book give ASP Lisi 

       ‘Zhangsan gave Lisi the book.’ 

 

(76) V + Locative Phrases 

a. 他 把   字  寫  在 黑 板   上。 

      ta  ba   zi  xie  zai heiban  shang 

      he  BA word write at blackboard on 

      ‘He wrote the words on the blackboard.’ 

b. 字   被  他  寫  在  黑 板   上。 

      zi    bei  ta  xie  zai heiban  shang 

      word BEI he  write at blackboard on 

      ‘The words were written onto the blackboard by him.’ 

 

     Another issue for further study should be concerned with the verbs carrying 

extended meanings. We have not discussed this type of verbs yet. In the following 
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examples (77) and (78), verbs la ‘pull’ and kan ‘see’--instead of signifying the literal 

meanings, pull and see--acquire the metaphorical meanings, make a long shadow and 

consider. Whether this type of verbs can be accounted for within the same 

frameworks awaits further investigation, too. Or one may approach ba/bei…de 

constructions with the prototype theory to distinguish different types of verbs that 

appear in such constructions. 

(77) 爺        孫     倆  的   身   影 被 陽   光   拉得 好  長。 

    ye       sun     liang de  shen yinng bei yang guang la de hao chang 

    grandpa grandchild both NOM shadow  BEI sunlight  pull DE very long 

    ‘The shadows of both grandfather and his grandchild was long because of 

sunlight.’ 

 

(78) 他 把 這 件  事 情  看 得  很  嚴  重。 

    ta  ba zhi jian shiqing  kan de  hen yan zhong 

    he BA this CL matter  see  DE very serious 

    ‘He considered this matter very serious.’ 

 

     As the thesis has explicated the syntactic and semantic complexities exhibited 

by ba/bei…de constructions, we hope the research result will shed light on future 

studies of the unexplored issues. 

 


